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No Dutch oven... no problem... you can use a skillet, pie plate, cookie sheet, CorningWare
casserole dish, or a variety of other common household items. You don’t need to invest in
expensive bakeware to make no-knead bread, but there are subtle differences when baking no-
knead bread in a variety of common household items that effects proofing, baking time &
temperature and preparation of the bakeware (preheating, etc.).This cookbook explores the
options. It applies the new “hands-free” technique to the world’s easiest bread recipe (4
ingredients... no mixer... no kneading... no yeast proofing) and adapts it to various types of
bakeware. One recipe... lots of options... It will expand the world of no-knead bread making,
stimulate your imagination, and please your palate.Cookbook discusses… Ingredients,
Technique & Tips (including “Degas, Pull & Stretch”, “Roll to Coat”, & “Garnish & Baste”),
Equipment & Bakeware, etc. followed by simple bread recipes tailored to specific types of
bakeware.Skillet & More includes… Skillet, Pie Plate, Cake Pan, Baking Stone, and Cookie
Sheet.CorningWare includes… Oblong Loaf (2-1/2 qt Oblong Casserole Dish), Rectangular Loaf
(2-1/2 qt Oblong Baker), and Boule (2-1/2 qt Round Entrée Baker).Dutch Oven includes…
Standard Boule (5 qt Dutch Oven), Plump Boule (2.6 qt Ceramic Dutch Oven), Plump Boule (3
qt Cast Iron Dutch Oven), Oval Loaf (3 qt Cast Iron Casserole), Eggplant Shaped Loaf (2.25 qt
Cast Iron Casserole Dish), and Large Boule (4 qt Cast Iron Braiser).Covered Baker includes…
Long Loaf (Long Covered Baker) and Boule (Bread Dome).I think you’ll find the cookbook
interesting.Thanks - Steve
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Dome)Letter from SteveThe no-knead bread method has revolutionized bread baking. The
average family can now have fresh-from-the-oven bakery quality artisan bread in the
convenience of their own home with little or no-kneading... Mother Nature does the kneading for
you. No-yeast proofing... instant yeast does not need to be proofed in warm water prior to using.
No mixer... ingredients can be combined with a spoon. It's almost as easy as making a bowl of
Campbell's soup.This is “New Age Bread Baking”. I understand what Italian bread, French
bread, and baguettes are, and I understand the proper techniques for making those breads, but
we live in a new age and we should embrace new ideas. Instead of trying to emulate the bread
methods of the past we should focus on our goal... to make great tasting, bakery quality, artisan
bread with the methods and techniques that fit our busy schedules.My PhilosophyI believe in
“Smart & Easy”. Note, I didn’t say fast and cheap. I make no-knead bread because it’s the
smartest, easiest, way to make bakery quality artisan bread. And I believe my readers and
subscribers are attracted to the no-knead method for the same reasons. In response to my
readers and subscribers, I strive for convenience and address each recipe from a very practical
standpoint... as, I believe, they would want me to develop my recipes.Smart: In the design of
each recipe I try to be smart. I do my best to pick ingredients that are practical, reasonably
priced, and easily available. I stay away from complex overlapping flavors and I use ingredients
in moderation. More is not always better.Easy: I look at each step in my recipes and try to



simplify it. One of my most successful innovations was using an 8” skillet as a proofing basket. It
shapes the dough during proofing and the handle makes it so easy to transport the dough to the
baking vessel that even your kids could do it safely.And I don’t have a baker, food stylist or
professional photographer... I baked the breads and took the pictures. My pictures are not as
good as a professional photographer, but they accurately portray the results you can expect.My
SpecialtyMy specialty is to take the world’s simplest list of ingredients (flour, salt, yeast and
water) using the world’s easiest bread making method (no mixer, no kneading, no yeast
proofing) to create artisan breads that you would be proud to serve your family, friends and
guests. One recipe, one method... with minor modifications I can make anything from a boule to
an old-fashioned cinnamon roll.I think you’ll enjoy this cookbook.Steve“I know when food is
supposed to be served in a bowl with a name on it.”Fran Fine - “The Nanny”IntroductionNo
Dutch oven... no problem... you can use a skillet, pie plate, cookie sheet, CorningWare casserole
dish, or a variety of other common household items. You don’t need to invest in expensive
bakeware to make no-knead bread, but there are subtle differences when baking no-knead
bread in a variety of common household items that effects proofing, baking time & temperature
and preparation of the bakeware (preheating, etc.).This cookbook explores the options. It
applies the new “hands-free” technique to the world’s easiest bread recipe (4 ingredients... no
mixer... no kneading... no yeast proofing) and adapts it to various types of bakeware. One
recipe... lots of options... It will expand the world of no-knead bread making, stimulate your
imagination, and please your palate.So, let’s explore the options, but before we start I want to
discuss “Ingredients” and “Tips & Techniques”… if you haven’t made no-knead bread before...
it’s the place to start.IngredientsIt only takes four ingredients to make bread... flour, salt, yeast
and water.FlourFlour is the base ingredient of bread and there are four basic types of flour...(1)
Bread flour is designed for yeast bread. It has a higher percentage of gluten which gives artisan
bread its airy crumb.(2) All-purpose flour has less gluten than bread flour. I use all-purpose flour
for biscuits, flatbreads, etc. In other words... I use it when I don’t want an airy crumb.(3) Self-
rising flour is all-purpose flour with baking soda and baking powder added as leavening agents.
It’s intended for quick breads... premixed and ready to go. Do not use self-rising flour to make
yeast bread. To see the difference between yeast and quick breads you may want to watch and .
(4) And there are a variety of specialty flours... whole wheat, rye, and a host of others. Each has
its unique flavor and characteristics. In some cases, you can substitute specialty flour for bread
flour, but you may need to tweak the recipe because most specialty flours have less gluten. I
frequently blend specialty flour with bread flour.Flour is the primary ingredient... if you don’t use
the correct flour you won’t get the desired results.Note: To know how many cups of flour there
are in a specific bag… it’s typically on the side in “Nutritional Facts”. For example, this bag reads,
“Serving Size 1/4 cup… Serving Per Container about 75”. In other words… 18.75 (75 times 1/4).
That’s the technical answer, but in the real world (measuring cup versus weight) a bag of flour
will measure differently based on density (sifted versus unsifted), type of flour (wheat is more
dense than bread flour), humidity (flour weighs more on humid days), and all the other variables



life and nature have to offer. Thus, there is no single correct answer, but for practical purposes…
figure a 5 lb bag of bread flour is 17 to 18 cups.SaltWhile it is possible to make bread without
salt... you would be disappointed. There are three basics types of salt...(1) Most baking recipes
are designed to use everyday table salt unless specified otherwise. Unless you’re experienced, it
is probably smartest to use table salt for your baking needs.(2) Kosher salt is excellent. I use it
when I cook, but a tablespoon of kosher salt does not equal a tablespoon of table salt because
kosher salt crystals are larger.(3) And, I use specialty salt as a garnish... for appearance and
taste. For example, I use sea salt to garnish pretzels.Generally speaking, when salt is added as
an ingredient and baked it is difficult to taste the difference between table, kosher and sea salt.
When salt is added as a garnish and comes in contact with the taste buds... kosher or specialty
salt is an excellent choice.YeastYeast is the “magic” ingredient which transforms flour and water
into dough. My traditional no-knead recipes use 1/4 tsp yeast… I want the dough to rise slowly
which allows the dough to develop flavor. My “Turbo” recipes use 1-1/4 tsp yeast… I want a
faster rises like traditional bread recipes. There are three basic types of yeast...(1) The most
common is active dry yeast which needs to be proof in warm water prior to being added to flour.
(2) I use instant dry yeast (a.k.a. “instant yeast”, “bread machine yeast”, “quick rise”, “rapid rise”,
“fast rising”, etc.) which does not need to be proofed in warm water. It is a more recent
development which is more potent and reliable... and why worry about proofing yeast if you don’t
have too.
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LA BRICE GALLAGHER, “Good cookbook. This book is well thought out and well written. It, in
addition to the video series, presents bread baking in a non threatening, enjoyable manner. The
recipes I've tried all worked well.”

Richard Mader, “A good product. They Work”

UAsked, “Easy to understand. All. Steve Gamelin's books are with the read! Easy to understand!
Helps make bread making enjoyabe”

Ebook Tops Reader, “I will never buy bread again ..... Steve has made bread baking so
ridiculously easy. At first, I thought well yeah it's bread but it's not going to be good artisan
bread. I was dead wrong. I can't believe how good the bread . Hamburger rolls are so freaking
good. It really elevates your hamburger game. People at work are all make Steve's bread.... It's
awesome...”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Trying to make all the breads in the book!!”

Jackie Paddock, “Just what I needed.. Just what I needed! I can't knead for full time like I used
to.”

GAIL TOMKINS, “Wonderfully helpful everyday bread for everyone. This digital series of books is
well priced, fantastic and YouTube offers great videos of Steve that give you excellent support ”

Kate barnes, “with some excellent. Found this of interest,with some excellent ideas”

The book by Steve Gamelin has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 71 people have provided feedback.
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